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Race Horc  Rank Seasoned 
 

Attributes Skills Edges Hindrances 
Agility D8 Fighting (Agility) D12 Trademark Weapon Bloodthirsty (Major) 
Smarts D4 Intimidation (Spirit) D8 Gurgitation Funny Looking (Minor) 
Spirit D6 Riding (Agility) D8 Slimy Bastard Mean (Minor) 
Strength D10 Shooting (Agility) D8 First Strike  
Vigor D6 Throwing (Agility) D8 Spit  
Pace 6”   Loogey Hawker  
Parry 7     
Toughness 6     
Charisma -7     

 

Weapon Range ROF Damage Weight Notes 
Gutmasher   Str +4 12 yorts Reach +1, Parry +2, Armour 

Penetration +2, Two-Handed 

 

EQUIPMENT 
Decent armour (+2), crappy clothing, Stomp mount. 
 

Description 
Horcs are known to be objectionable. Snottz MacDump makes your average Horc look like your cute & cuddly 
grandma. Snottz is among the most objectionable and disgusting Horcs you’re likely to come across. One of 
Snottz’ eyes is about twice the size of the other which singled him out in childhood and on into adulthood and 
probably had a lot to do with him developing his aggressive personality. Since the concept of “therapy” is 
completely foreign to Horc society, Snottz being teased for his deformity turned him into quite a bully which 
dovetailed nicely into his chosen career: Slaver. 
 
Snottz lives to dominate the weak for personal gain. He works for a big slaving and has gained a certain amount 
of notoriety for his success at bringing in slaves but he is so violent and prone to fits of rage that lesser-ranked 
slavers cringe when assigned to his command. MacDump never goes on an expedition without Gutsmasher, his 
favourite implement of destruction. Gutsmasher is a heavy iron bar with a large chunk of dried concrete on one 
end. Many a slave has a piece of gravel from Gutsmasher permanently embedded in their craniums for sassing 
back to Snottz MacDump before being enslaved. 


